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On June 3, , the Avalanche began a complete overhaul of the coaching staff by firing head
coach Tony Granato , along with assistants coaches Jacques Cloutier and Dave Barr ,
goaltending coach Jeff Hackett , assistant to the general manager Michel Goulet and video
coordinator PJ DeLuca. Defenceman Adam Foote was named team captain following the
retirement of long-time captain Joe Sakic. On February 10, , Kyle Cumiskey scored just 9
seconds into the overtime period to give the Avalanche a home win over the Atlanta Thrashers.
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Best used car buying experience ever. Ameed is friendly, professional, and even offered to
repair some minor issues with the car even though it was for sale as is. Priced below blue book
value. I will send everyone here for good cars, quality service, and fair financing. Dealer was
very prompt providing more info on car and wanted to give me a great car buying experience.
Kept in touch and was extremely helpful. Though I didn't buy a car with them, because they
didn't have exactly what I was looking for , I wouldn't hesitate to buy a car from them in the
future. Very plesant, answered all of our quesiions abd concerns by email and phone. We drove
the 75 miles there, bought the car and drove it hone. Every thing was as shown on the interner. I
was promptly contacted by a salesman Jamie S. The dealer contacted me and said the truck
sold 7 days ago. I think they should update sales as they happen. This dealer was
knowledgeable and helpful in helping me to purchase this truck. I would not hesitate to send
others to this dealer. An amazing experience. Jerry was not the normal salesman experience.
Very personable, laid back and let the process run its course. I will definitely recommend them. I
asked for a price but never received it. I told her that for a they could keep it. Still to much. Had
to call dealership 3 times to get a quote. Truck ended getting sold on my way down there. The
staff at Cook Subaru in Steamboat Springs went above and beyond to help my son buy his first
car. Stacy and Alex made the process a pleasure. Communication could have been better, but
the real issue was being able to finance and that wasn't the dealers fault but the person I dealt
with didn't tell me that until after several follow up phone calls. They kept saying nothing is
wrong with it but the a Jeep dealership and second repair shop both came to the same
conclusion. Their "warranty" is some weekend warrior doing side work Do yourself a favor and
deal with a company that has some principles and a real warranty. You have been warned. Stay
Away! The trucks been wrecked. It's not available yet it's actually in the shop and can't be sold
yet. I expressed interested in buying a vehicle at least 5 times. They only got back to me twice
stating that they would provide me more information. I have purchase a vehicle elsewhere.
Eddie was a good guy and a professional. We would of bought the truck except there was a last
minute problem with the engine check light. So we bought a truck elsewhere. He called me back
when it was fixed but we had already bought the other truck. The truck was clean and was just
as advertised. I would definitely recommend this dealership. They were very helpful and upfront
about the work that needed to be done to the vehicle we purchased it and are happy with the
truck. They did answer my first message to them. I sent another message to ask more questions
about this truck. They never replied. Was quick to respond extremely patient while working on
my finances. I had to drive across state miles and was greeted with prompt assistance and
wonderful service. I told car plus what payment I could afford per month, and they did the rest
to make it happen, including options from outside financing. Great experience! Great customer
service from Sam! Thank you Car Plus! Super friendly folks that are able and willing to help.
Ended up buying an awesome truck from them even while having another appointment I had to
go to. They had everything ready and got the truck all shined up for me while I was gone. Great
group of people! We didn't get to look at a vehicle. We told the sales person that we saw a truck
on the CarGurus website. She immediately said, "we only take cash or credit card, we do not
finance. So I wasted an hour long trip to their lot. Very dissatisfied, dissappointed and
disgusted. Her, the salesperson's, attitude was as though she didn't want to deal with us
because my husband is black.. Got there saw the car. The right side mirror was gone. I looked
past that. I responded to the dealer and still waiting to hear back from them. By now I would
think the car would be gone. I will try to reach out again to them. They probably just forgot to
respond. It was a good experience to find the car though. The addition of a six-speed automatic
transmission for makes the Chevrolet Avalanche sport utility truck even easier to drive, with
smoother and quicker acceleration, while minor upgrades to the cabin and options packages
add to the truck's versatility and comfort level. The '09 Avalanche's fuel economy remains a
sore spot with many drivers, and its size becomes an issue in tight spaces. Few vehicles on the
road today offer the flexibility and functionality of the Chevrolet Avalanche, thanks to its
innovative midgate and easily configurable cabin. For a big beast, the Avalanche handles

surprisingly well, and it delivers a smooth, quiet ride. Even fuel economy numbers are
reasonable for a full-size truck with a V8 engine, though a trip to the gas pump will require deep
pockets due to the Avalanche's gallon fuel tank. The Chevrolet Avalanche sport utility truck
receives a number of new features for , including a new Hydra-Matic six-speed automatic
transmission, which now comes standard in all trims. Chevy also enhanced the Avalanche's
OnStar system for and added Bluetooth wireless connectivity for compatible cell phones as a
standard feature. Other new features include an optional rear-view camera, an optional
heavy-duty Trailering package with transmission and engine oil coolers, and a new Luxury
package for the LT2 trim, which includes heated front bucket seats, an auto-dimming rear-view
mirror, and a Bose audio system. Introduced in , the Avalanche last received a full redesign in
and continues into with its exterior styling and overall functionality unchanged. Based on the
full-size Silverado pickup, the Avalanche can seat up to six in its four-door cab and haul plenty
of cargo its 5-foot, 3-inch bed. For more cargo room, drivers can lower the midgate in the cab's
rear wall and fold down the second row of seats to extend the cargo bed to more than 8 feet. For
ultimate functionality, drivers can also remove the midgate's window for pass-through cargo, or
leave the window in place, lower the midgate, and use the three-piece rigid cargo cover to
protect longer items in the bed, such as paneling, from the elements. Exterior features include a
sweptback windshield and distinctive back braces behind the cab that run along the top of the
cargo bed, giving the Avalanche a unique appearance. A base 5. The V8 produces high levels of
torque at lower speeds, which aids when towing, and features Active Fuel Management, which
deactivates up to four cylinders when they're not needed to improve fuel efficiency. The base V8
runs on regular unleaded gas. The 4x4 trims receive essentially the same V8 engine, though
with FlexFuel capability, so it can run on E85 fuel, a blend of 85 percent ethanol and 15 percent
gasoline. Drivers can add the FlexFuel V8 to two-wheel-drive trims as an option. For more
power, drivers can upgrade to an optional 6. All trims come equipped with trailering equipment,
including a trailer hitch platform, a seven-wire harness, and a 2-inch trailering receiver.
Equipped with the 5. Whether in rear-wheel- or full-time four-wheel-drive configuration, the
Avalanche rides smoothly, thanks to a suspension that features a coil-over-shock system with a
stabilizer bar in the front and a multilink rear suspension with coil springs. In addition, the
SUT's one-piece body design improves handling, adds stability, and reduces flex. Engine and
road noise are kept to a minimum, making the Avalanche of the quietest SUTs in its class. An
AutoRide suspension, standard on the LTZ trim and optional on the LT2 trim, includes a
variable shock dampening system, which monitors the SUT's speed and brakes as well as the
road surface, and makes adjustments as needed to ensure optimal handling and interior
comfort. The system also features rear air-assisted load leveling, which keeps the rear end from
diving when towing a heavy load. In addition, drivers can add an optional Z71 Off-Road
suspension package, available only on the LT2 trim with the 6. Around town, the Avalanche's 5.
Drivers who will regularly use the Avalanche for towing should consider upgrading to the 6.
Most consider the new six-speed automatic transmission a worthy and necessary addition for ,
resulting in smoother acceleration, even when towing. Most owners and reviewers find the front
seats comfortable for long trips, especially the supportive bucket seats added for the LT and
LTZ trims. However, the bucket seats limit capacity to five passengers, which drops to only two
passengers or three with the LS's front bench seat with the midgate lowered and rear seat
folded down. The Avalanche's quiet, spacious cabin offers plenty of legroom and headroom for
passengers in both the front and rear seats. While not super-luxurious, the cabin comes
well-equipped, with standard features such as a power-adjustable driver's seat, a
leather-wrapped multifunction steering wheel, Bluetooth wireless connectivity, and an audio
system with XM satellite radio and an MP3 input jack. In addition, updated OnStar 8. In addition,
the LT2 and LTZ include power-adjustable pedals, a remote vehicle starter system, and an
upgraded audio system with a six-disc in-dash CD changer as standard equipment. The
high-end LTZ sees the most changes for , with the addition of standard heated and cooled front
seats, a way power-adjustable driver's seat, brushed metal interior trim, a Bose Centerpoint
surround-sound system, and optional inch chrome-clad wheels. The lockable cargo cover
comes standard on all trims, as do lockable storage compartments located on the sides of the
cargo box. The Avalanche earns a top-rated five stars in front and side impact tests from the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, and a three-star rating in rollover tests for both
rear-wheel- and four-wheel-drive trims. All trims come equipped with Chevy's StabiliTrak
Electronic Stability Control system, which monitors steering inputs, adjusts engine torque, and
makes small adjustments to individual brakes in emergency situations as needed to maintain
vehicle stability. The system also includes Proactive Roll Avoidance, which helps reduce
rollovers in extreme situations. The Avalanche comes with a full range of airbags, including
dual-stage front, head curtain, and full-length side-impact airbags with a rollover sensor.

Four-wheel antilock brakes also come standard. Options for all trims include a rear-view
camera, which is now offered apart from the navigation system, with its display moving from the
navigation screen to the rear-view mirror. Owners find the Chevy Avalanche easy to drive, with
a smooth ride, capable handling, and plenty of functionality. Thanks to the Avalanche's large
bed, fold-down rear seats, and versatile midgate, owners can carry just about anything they
want, from family pets to sports gear to home improvement supplies. Some note the
Avalanche's large size, which on occasion can affect maneuverability, but for most owners
that's a small trade-off for all the benefits the big SUT provides. In addition, most owners report
good reliability from the Avalanche, and for the most part owners are satisfied with the SUT's
fuel efficiency. Aside from gas mileage, CarGurus owners give the Avalanche very high marks,
comparing it favorably to competitors like the Honda Ridgeline. In fact, according to CarGurus
owners, the Avalanche outshines the Ridgeline when it comes to fuel economy and towing
capacity. Calling the Avalanche a "do-it-all" truck, owners find the Avalanche comfortable and
easy to handle for a vehicle its size, with good acceleration. However, some consider the
Avalanche expensive, especially when options are added. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Avalanche
listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request Information. Authorized
Chevrolet Dealer. The Good. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Communication could have been better, but the real
issue was being able to finance and that wasn't the dealers fault but the person I dealt with
didn't tell me that until after several follow up phone calls. They kept saying nothing is wrong
with it but the a Jeep dealership and second repair shop both came to the same conclusion.
Their "warranty" is some weekend warrior doing side work Do yourself a favor and deal with a
company that has some principles and a real warranty. You have been warned. Stay Away! I
bought a cash from this scoundrels dealership. Their customer service is horrible! They lied
about everything, from their advertising to delivering my title, which I am still waiting on nearly
two months after purchase. They even refused to extend my 30 day temp tag even though DMV
suggested it. These people are pathetic! Complete misrepresentation of vehicle. Had more
miles, many paint scrapes, scratches. Paint also bubbled up around fender wells. Tires barely
pass inspection, would need replaced. Victoria has been very up front on everything. She took
video of the truck and sent it to me, answered all of my questions, and explained the process of
inspection in her state so I know what is required. I will be picking up the vehicle this Saturday
and hope the everything is as transparent and easy going as Victoria has been. Great
experience - bought the car. Car was ready to test drive, very clean, no problems, in and out of
there quickly. Very friendly staff, having the car delivered for free next week. Knowledgeable
about the car, explained everything. Highly recommend! We were happy to find a 09 Matrix
manual transmission that had a great service history. Kelly and Mr Z were very helpful during
the whole buying process. The car was very clean and after looking the car over and taking a
test drive we knew we had found the perfect car at the right price. Thank you for a great car
buying experience! Yelen was very quick to respond to my inquiry and the truck was clean in
and out. After going through several car dealers I finally bought the Navigator from them. Yelen,
Aziz, and Joe had provided me with honest, hassle free, and quick service! I would definitely
recommend them to my friends. The addition of a six-speed automatic transmission for makes
the Chevrolet Avalanche sport utility truck even easier to drive, with smoother and quicker
acceleration, while minor upgrades to the cabin and options packages add to the truck's
versatility and comfort level. The '09 Avalanche's fuel economy remains a sore spot with many
drivers, and its size becomes an issue in tight spaces. Few vehicles on the road today offer the
flexibility and functionality of the Chevrolet Avalanche, thanks to its innovative midgate and
easily configurable cabin. For a big beast, the Avalanche handles surprisingly well, and it
delivers a smooth, quiet ride. Even fuel economy numbers are reasonable for a full-size truck
with a V8 engine, though a trip to the gas pump will require deep pockets due to the
Avalanche's gallon fuel tank. The Chevrolet Avalanche sport utility truck receives a number of
new features for , including a new Hydra-Matic six-speed automatic transmission, which now
comes standard in all trims. Chevy also enhanced the Avalanche's OnStar system for and

added Bluetooth wireless connectivity for compatible cell phones as a standard feature. Other
new features include an optional rear-view camera, an optional heavy-duty Trailering package
with transmission and engine oil coolers, and a new Luxury package for the LT2 trim, which
includes heated front bucket seats, an auto-dimming rear-view mirror, and a Bose audio system.
Introduced in , the Avalanche last received a full redesign in and continues into with its exterior
styling and overall functionality unchanged. Based on the full-size Silverado pickup, the
Avalanche can seat up to six in its four-door cab and haul plenty of cargo its 5-foot, 3-inch bed.
For more cargo room, drivers can lower the midgate in the cab's rear wall and fold down the
second row of seats to extend the cargo bed to more than 8 feet. For ultimate functionality,
drivers can also remove the midgate's window for pass-through cargo, or leave the window in
place, lower the midgate, and use the three-piece rigid cargo cover to protect longer items in the
bed, such as paneling, from the elements. Exterior features include a sweptback windshield and
distinctive back braces behind the cab that run along the top of the cargo bed, giving the
Avalanche a unique appearance. A base 5. The V8 produces high levels of torque at lower
speeds, which aids when towing, and features Active Fuel Management, which deactivates up to
four cylinders when they're not needed to improve fuel efficiency. The base V8 runs on regular
unleaded gas. The 4x4 trims receive essentially the same V8 engine, though with FlexFuel
capability, so it can run on E85 fuel, a blend of 85 percent ethanol and 15 percent gasoline.
Drivers can add the FlexFuel V8 to two-wheel-drive trims as an option. For more power, drivers
can upgrade to an optional 6. All trims come equipped with trailering equipment, including a
trailer hitch platform, a seven-wire harness, and a 2-inch trailering receiver. Equipped with the 5.
Whether in rear-wheel- or full-time four-wheel-drive configuration, the Avalanche rides
smoothly, thanks to a suspension that features a coil-over-shock system with a stabilizer bar in
the front and a multilink rear suspension with coil springs. In addition, the SUT's one-piece
body design improves handling, adds stability, and reduces flex. Engine and road noise are
kept to a minimum, making the Avalanche of the quietest SUTs in its class. An AutoRide
suspension, standard on the LTZ trim and optional on the LT2 trim, includes a variable shock
dampening system, which monitors the SUT's speed and brakes as well as the road surface,
and makes adjustments as needed to ensure optimal handling and interior comfort. The system
also features rear air-assisted load leveling, which keeps the rear end from diving when towing
a heavy load. In addition, drivers can add an optional Z71 Off-Road suspension package,
available only on the LT2 trim with the 6. Around town, the Avalanche's 5. Drivers who will
regularly use the Avalanche for towing should consider upgrading to the 6. Most consider the
new six-speed automatic transmission a worthy and necessary addition for , resulting in
smoother acceleration, even when towing. Most owners and reviewers find the front seats
comfortable for long trips, especially the supportive bucket seats added for the LT and LTZ
trims. However, the bucket seats limit capacity to five passengers, which drops to only two
passengers or three with the LS's front bench seat with the midgate lowered and rear seat
folded down. The Avalanche's quiet, spacious cabin offers plenty of legroom and headroom for
passengers in both the front and rear seats. While not super-luxurious, the cabin comes
well-equipped, with standard features such as a power-adjustable driver's seat, a
leather-wrapped multifunction steering wheel, Bluetooth wireless connectivity, and an audio
system with XM satellite radio and an MP3 input jack. In addition, updated OnStar 8. In addition,
the LT2 and LTZ include power-adjustable pedals, a remote vehicle starter system, and an
upgraded audio system with a six-disc in-dash CD changer as standard equipment. The
high-end LTZ sees the most changes for , with the addition of standard heated and cooled front
seats, a way power-adjustable driver's seat, brushed metal interior trim, a Bose Centerpoint
surround-sound system, and optional inch chrome-clad wheels. The lockable cargo cover
comes standard on all trims, as do lockable storage compartments located on the sides of the
cargo box. The Avalanche earns a top-rated five stars in front and side impact tests from the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, and a three-star rating in rollover tests for both
rear-wheel- and four-wheel-drive trims. All trims come equipped with Chevy's StabiliTrak
Electronic Stability Control system, which monitors steering inputs, adjusts engine torque, and
makes small adjustments to individual brakes in emergency situations as needed to maintain
vehicle stability. The system also includes Proactive Roll Avoidance, which helps reduce
rollovers in extreme situations. The Avalanche comes with a full range of airbags, including
dual-stage front, head curtain, and full-length side-impact airbags with a rollover sensor.
Four-wheel antilock brakes also come standard. Options for all trims include a rear-view
camera, which is now offered apart from the navigation system, with its display moving from the
navigation screen to the rear-view mirror. Owners find the Chevy Avalanche easy to drive, with
a smooth ride, capable handling, and plenty of functionality. Thanks to the Avalanche's large
bed, fold-down rear seats, and versatile midgate, owners can carry just about anything they

want, from family pets to sports gear to home improvement supplies. Some note the
Avalanche's large size, which on occasion can affect maneuverability, but for most owners
that's a small trade-off for all the benefits the big SUT provides. In addition, most owners report
good reliability from the Avalanche, and for the most part owners are satisfied with the SUT's
fuel efficiency. Aside from gas mileage, CarGurus owners give the Avalanche very high marks,
comparing it favorably to competitors like the Honda Ridgeline. In fact, according to CarGurus
owners, the Avalanche outshines the Ridgeline when it comes to fuel economy and towing
capacity. Calling the Avalanche a "do-it-all" truck, owners find the Avalanche comfortable and
easy to handle for a vehicle its size, with good acceleration. However, some consider the
Avalanche expensive, especially when options are added. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Email me price drops and
new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. The Good. Read more. Nobel
Motors LLC. Automotion Inc. The back seat folds down to create a 10 long by 50 wide when
needed and still have 4 full sized doors. Overall design is far better that any pick-up
configuration. There simply isnt anything else on the road to match its flexibility. The only thing
its missing is the fact that was inexplicably the last model year. Love this truck because of the
back which is covered and protected from the elements. The inside still feels like an SUV. First
thing I did was add a bed extender, but with it folded inside to make a trunk area and also
removed one tube so I can slide plywo Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports
have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US
vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their
risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and
avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the
world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
46 l supercharger
repair manual pdf
1999 chevy astro van air conditioning system diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

